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Sarah Outerbridge 
Chino, CA 91708 

May 24, 2022 

Public Utilities Commission 
Public Advisor's Office - CPUC 
505 Van Ness Ave 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Sent Via Email to: public.advisor@cpuc.ca.gov 

RE: Proposed Decision for Proceeding R.20-08-020 NEM 3.0 

To Whom It May Concern: 

The purpose of this letter is to bring to your attention some serious flaws and arguments in the 
staff 

NET ENERGY 1, and to urge the PUC to reconsider the testimony and conduct a more 
thorough and accurate evaluation, using sound reason and logic, while pausing any changes to the 
current tariff schedules until that occurs.  The report makes a number of logical fallacies, reports 
inaccurate data, lies using data and charts and mis-states cited research throughout the report. If the 
authors recommendations are implemented, it would seriously harm Californians, will place even 
further burden on the vulnerable communities it aims at helping, and will discourage the 
implementation of household solar thus stifling .  

The authors make a number of arguments repeatedly in support of their recommended changes to the 
NEM tariff structure. There is a significant number of errors in the report referenced, too many to detail, 
so this letter will focus on the authors key arguments and provide explanation about the failures of their 
reasoning, data and arguments. Figure 1, shows the power and billing flow related to NEM customers. 
This figure shows the relationship between the solar customer versus investor-owned utility power 
infrastructure costs and credits, including many aspects the authors failed to consider as part of their 
recommendations. The figure is being provided as a means to visually show the reality of the existing 
NEM system.   

Californians were issued to call to arms, to take up and implement solar to bolster the State s climate 
action goals and help fight global warming. Where it made financial sense, solar customers took up that 
call and if the authors recommendations are implemented it will leave solar customers experiencing a 
reduction in their infrastructure value and therefore their real property value, plus higher costs of living. 
The recommendations are essentially a bait and switch, where solar customers were promised adequate 
credits for their excess generation, which is codified, and now, due to a reduction in utility profits, the 
PUC seems willing to harm all Californians and our environment by giving the utilities an avenue to bill 
for ghost power, not tied to their balance sheets or infrastructure without adequate consumer 
protection.  

1 https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/SupDoc/R2008020/3899/394781553.pdf 
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Figure 1 NEM Power and Billing Flow Chart 

Claim: NEM Producers are Creating a Cost Burden 
The authors make a couple arguments to claim that NEM customers are creating a cost burden: 1) they 
argue that the behind the meter (BTM) consumption is essentially undercutting the ability of the 
investor owned utilities (IOU) to charge for the consumption of the electricity being generated by the 
net energy metering (NEM) customer solar panels, therefore NEM customers are not paying their fair 
share of the transmission and distribution expenses and 2) the authors believe the credits provided to 
the NEM customers over valued at retail rates using the avoided costs calculation (ACA) method.  

1) The authors aim to change the tariffs to allow for the IOU to charge NEM customers for
what they claim to be unequal cost distributions, and consider these costs to be subsidized
by the non-NEM customers. Their logic is that the NEM customer is using more electricity,
albeit onsite generated, than what is being billed for due to the instantaneous netting of
power, but that NEM customers should still pay more towards the fixed distribution and
transmission costs. That logic completely ignores the fact that the NEM consumer is not
drawing that power from the IOU, it is generated onsite, separate from the IOU
infrastructure. If the customer did not draw from the grid, the customer should not have
to pay more for the infrastructure for power they did not use from the provider.

2) The report attempts to claim that the excess power generated by the residential NEM
customer is less valuable because when residential customers are using most of their power,
it is during time periods without sun. So, they attempt to isolate the residential NEM

data from the rest of the grid to determine value. By isolating
residential NEM customers data into the actual cost avoided calculator (ACA), it
misrepresents the actual costs and benefits of residential NEM customer PV systems because
it is not taking into account the grid system benefits provided to all customers. It is a known
fact that if you look at the grid as a whole, and not isolating for customer type, the peak
hours of grid demand are during normal business hours with critical peak times between 4-9
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PM during the weekdays2.  Therefore, by isolating specific customer data from total grid 
impacts 
customers are provided.  

3) The report acknowledges that due to customer NEM generation, during the peak sunlight
times, there is an overgeneration of power, while it also complains that residential NEM
customers are not using  and fail to
act upon this knowledge, that is an error on behalf of the IOU for not adjusting operations
or increasing their own battery capacity for later use to account for any excess power
generated. NEM customers should not be penalized for the IOU s failure to adjust
operations. Simultaneously, it is important for the PUC to anticipate and prevent a situation,

adjust operations too low resulting in higher customer rates due to artificial
supply constraints, meaning they intentionally adjust down operations to make the value of
the electricity provided more valuable thus generating more profit  because that is
essentially the approach the ACA is doing, except in reverse to reduce customer credits. The

and they did, now,
they are being penalized because the IOU
operations. Additionally, NEM customer battery installation, in context of their
recommendations does nothing but further the NEM customer infrastructure costs with
very little benefits because the proposal intends on billing the NEM customer for the BTM
generation, so storing power you generated and are charged for at retail rates, but
credited at a wholesale rate makes no sense from a consumer stand point.

4) -generation by
NEM customers, the report essentially states that the PV system limits are an attempt to
force the customers to reduce consumption. The report complains that the cost of NEM

of the customers inability to capitalize the equipment, deduct interest, or
restriction on the NEM customers scale of the system. In fact, the current system
incentivizes customers who place a large inefficient demand on the grid before the
application of solar, because they then can install a larger system to receive more credits.
The NEM regulations are counter-intuitive and harms all customers because it stalls the

creates a system where customer PV systems remain significantly more costly per KW or
kWh because they are blocked from upsizing their system.

5) Both the current tariffs and the proposed changes are in direct conflict with PUC §2827.1
(b)(3) which states the commission shall
available to eligible customer-generators is based on the costs and benefits of the renewable
electrical generation facility meaning that the rates need to take into consideration the
costs and benefits of the NEM customer infrastructure, the PV and battery system.  That
means both the direct and indirect costs and benefits of the system, not an isolated review
of residential data bas  customer generated
power, after failing to adjust operations to maximize profit. The residential customers are
not in a vacuum, where an isolated review of costs/benefits is appropriate and it should
be valued in a different manner given the fact that residential NEM customers generally
cannot capitalize the PV system, deduct interest expenses and are barred from increasing
sc .

2 https://www.sce.com/sites/default/files/custom-files/Web%20files/CPP%20Guide%200422_WCAG.pdf 
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6) With new homes being required to have solar effective January 1, 2020, I believe the
proposed adjustments to the NEM structure are proposed intentionally to increase IOU
profit, due to a reduction of consumption by residential NEM customers. The proposed plan
is akin to a water agency charging for rain water collected, or a grocery store charging for
fruits and vegetables grown in a  yard, which is nonsensical. The claim that NEM
customers are generating a cost burden, is incorrect and the authors are playing with
numbers and scenarios from an accounting perspective, to justify billing for ghost power

 for profit motives. 

Claim: The Current Tariffs are Not Sustainable and Stifle the CA Climate Action Plan 
The authors claim that the current rate structure is not sustainable because it is making electricity more 
expensive due to NEM cost burden, reducing the likelihood of EV adoption, use of battery storage and 
building electrification.  

1) The authors start out the report by confusing sustainability with feasibility  see line 14 page 1-
5. They make the recommendation to change the definition of sustainability

Make no mistake that changing the 
definition of  their obligations to 
reduce greenhouse gases to one of financial feasibility directly conflicts with the CA Climate 
Action Plan and all policy recommendations should be ignored. 

2) The report cites that utility rates are expected to increase at a rate of 4% every year, while it
anticipates inflation to increase at less than 2% each year. The report gives no indication as to
why the cost of business is expected to outpace inflation. -k3 it
clarifies some of the reasons, which include the IOU needing to provide additional equity for
capital projects, and for anticipated charges related to their equipment failure leading to
wildfires causing catastrophic loss of life, structures and environmental damage. The  have
been rewarded by the PUC and allowed to increase rates and intend to increase it more to make
up for the costs incurred related to their losses.
an additional financial burden on the public following their failure to maintain the infrastructure
they already charged the customers for, which resulted in catastrophic losses to our citizens and
environment.
stockholders, which intrinsically involves risks related to holding a security. The fact that they
are the largest electricity producers in our area should not be reason to absolve them of any
accountability, otherwise it sets a dangerous precedent that private or investor-owned
infrastructure can be absolved of damages which are caused by their lack of maintenance,

3 https://www.edison.com/content/dam/eix/documents/investors/sec-filings-financials/2021-eix-sce-annual-
report.pdf SCE believes the COVID-19 pandemic and accompanying government stimulus efforts constitute such an 
extraordinary event because they have led to a decrease in interest rates but an increase in SCE and other utilities' 
cost of equity, disrupting the traditional relationship between debt and equity assumed in adopting the cost of 
capital mechanism. In October 2021, the CPUC consolidated SCE's, PG&E's and SDG&E's cost of capital proceedings 
and ordered the utilities to file all materials that would have normally been required in advice letters filed as a 
result of triggering the cost of capital mechanism (see "Business SCE Overview of Ratemaking Process" for 
further information on the adjustment mechanism). SCE provided this information in November 2021. In 
December 2021, the CPUC granted SCE's motion to establish a memorandum account to record the difference in 
the revenue requirements from rates in effect beginning January 1, 2022 and the rates adopted in the 
proceeding. SCE will seek rate recovery of prudently-incurred, actual losses realized in connection with the 
2017/2018 Wildfire/Mudslide Events in excess of available insurance, other than for CPUC-jurisdictional rate 
recovery of the $375 million of SED Excluded Losses if the CPUC's approval of the SED Agreement becomes final 
and non-appealable. 
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failure to retirement equipment timely or their failed operation of said infrastructure. I urge 
the PUC to not allow this to continue. G

of their ability with the utmost care in our State, and reduced profits is the best way to 
achieve this. Our citizens and environment are sacred, and should be treated as such.  

3) To meet the CA climate action plan goals, battery storage, EV and building electrification is of
utmost importance. This requires electric rates to remain low as the authors acknowledged. It
also requires that EV owners with PV systems are not penalized for using power during off-peak

4. By charging NEM customers for BTM generation and
devaluing the excess power they provide, it makes the electricity for EV more costly and thus

The entire report is making the false relationship that the price
increases are due to NEM cost burdens due to the behind the meter consumption and that the
excess power by NEM customers is actually less valuable. Their value claims are based on ACA
calculations, which ignores grid system benefits as it isolates customer class. It also ignores
the impacts of capping NEM customer systems thus reducing scale and increasing NEM
customer infrastructure costs. The PUC should address this by allowing customers to upsize
their system, making battery adoption more valuable, especially for EV owners, ensure the
NEM customers are not billed for ghost power and refuse to value the excess energy
generated by NEM customers via the ACA method.

CLAIM: Existing Meters are Sufficient for the Implementation of Recommended Changes 
The authors claim that the customer meters can already easily implement their proposed changes. Their 
exhibits report details from an email to PG&E asking whether the meters already calculate all of the 
inflows and outflows, including behind the meter, consumption. The authors then state that upon 
implementation of their recommended changes that NEM customers would be faced with the choice of 
either using a formula or paying for new meters for the BTM calculation.  

1) The authors failed to clarify certain limiting functions of electric utility meters, namely that
the meter itself merely reports back data based on time calculations up to the meters
specified voltages. In the cases of IOU staff error, where they fail to upgrade a meter from a
120v to a 240v meter, the NEM customer only receives ½ credit for the excess energy
supplied to the grid.  I have discovered, this can go on for multiple years because the IOU
customer service reps claim the meter readings are accurate without referring the issue to
the correct department for review only upon a customer escalating the issue. There is no
system in place to verify the IOU has their infrastructure correct. Upon correction, the IOU
uses the PUC codes against the customer and refuses to correct the customer credits, even
though they received 2x the electricity and resold it to other customers. This is an inherent
limitation of the IOU meter technology. Furthermore, the failure of a meter to register the
correct consumption and excess energy also occurs if even just one of the distribution lines
to the meter fails. In a typical residential system, you have a 240v split phase system, where
there are 2-120v distribution lines, and even if just 1 of the lines are unreliable it impacts
meter readings. This issue escalates in terms of commercial customer meters with 3-phase
connections at higher voltages, because it can often go unnoticed unless the customer
operates heavy equipment requiring all phases. Essentially, there are serious quality
control concerns related to IOU s staff and infrastructure error in both the existing NEM
structure and in implementing the proposed recommendations.

4 https://www.sce.com/residential/rates/electric-vehicle-plans 
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2) PG&E staff, confirmed that their meters do not register the behind the meter consumption,
so the burden of implementing the authors recommendations would fall onto the NEM
customers, increasing their infrastructure cost, which is already not adequately
compensated for. Furthermore, the formulas would then be as reliable as the physical
meters and IOU infrastructure, which the topic above highlights is still prone to error and
places the burden on the customer to prove to the IOU s their infrastructure malfunctioned
without adequate compensation or bill reductions. It has been my experience that IOU staff
protect the company and overtly attempt to cover up their errors and then weaponize PUC
regulations to avoid being held accountable. In the case of an NEM customer opting to use
the proposed formula, IOU infrastructure or staff failures result in overbilling the NEM
customer and there is not be an adequate mechanism to ensure proper credit to the NEM
customer for any overbilling. The recommendations corner NEM customers into having to
pay for more costly equipment or be subjected to a less than accurate formula without
adequate consumer protections in the case of overbillings.

Claim: The Current Tariffs are not Equitable 
The authors make the claim that the current tariffs are no equitable because low-income, people of 
color have disproportionate access to PV technology and that they are further burdened by NEM cost 
burdens. They recommend the adoption of an equity charge billed to all customers excepting the low-
income customers, to provide more low-income and customers of color access to PV. In context of 
equity and inclusion it is important to meet people where they are at, which means bridging the gap 
between their reality and your expectations, which the authors did not do. The authors approach to 
equity fails to consider the reality of most low-income customers.  

1) As detailed above, the theoretical cost burdens generated by NEM customers, is a fallacy.
NEM customers are generating some of their power onsite, and the credits provided for
any excess, are under-valued based on the NEM customer infrastructure costs and the
benefits to the grid they provide, meaning there is no cost burden being subsidized by
non-NEM customers, including low-income and customers of color.

2) It is true that low-income customers, and therefore more customers of color, install PV
systems at a lower rate than other customers. This is purely an economic function because
of the high cost to install PV infrastructure and the fact that NEM customers typically need
to own real property that the PV system is affixed to, so it is a luxury. The primary benefit
for installing PV, for NEM customers is the reduction of monthly utility costs. The high cost
of installation is essentially simply shifting the electricity cost-of-living expense to an
investment via an appreciation in asset value to the home. Most low-income individuals are

home they are residing in. Presently, landlords
whose renters who are directly paying for their consumption to the IOU, have less incentive

capital project, thus it becomes a purely speculative investment tied to the value of the
underlying real estate. If the PUC wanted to address this disparity in installation and access
to PV for low-income individuals, who are mostly renters, there needs to be incentives for
the landlord to install a system without increasing rent burdens to the tenant, and there
needs to be stable and not increasing rates in response to a reduction in demand as a
result of increased PV adoption. An equity charge will not aid in alleviating this dynamic
because renters do not own the real property needed to install the PV system.

3) To further the above point, many customers on the discounted rate plans are the elderly,
disabled or those receiving public benefit. If the goal is to provide funding for PV access to
these vulnerable populations, it is a mistake to not consider how such access can then
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impact their receipt of public benefits, which if revoked or reduced will create a hardship. 
Most public benefit programs require participants to either not receive income over a 
specified amount per year, have certain ratio of living expenses, or to not have assets 
exceeding a certain amount. A PV system not only reduces cost of living, but it is also an 
asset; which means the adoption of it reduces their cost of living, which is often used to 
determine  benefit amount, thereby reducing or eliminating the 
amount of benefits they receive because they now have a new asset plus reduced living 
expenses. So, while the consideration of equity in access to PV systems is well intended, it 
can actually harm these customers more than it helps these vulnerable populations. It 
would be best for the 
these populations demand and consumption, than cause them harm through well 

.  An equity 
charge will not aid in alleviating this dynamic without harming these vulnerable 
populations.      

4) The authors briefly mention higher than average interest rates due to systemic issues
relating to being low-income and often having lower credit scores, which is very important
to discuss.  In fact, the PACE programs, that are often recommended to fund PV systems,
frequently place homeowners who use this program at a disadvantage due to the high rates,
and administration  fees to buy down the early pay-off of the loan, which is just another
word for pre-payment penalty. From a consumer standpoint, needing to finance a PV
system definitely makes the return on investment less attractive, partially due to interest
rates but also from a simple finance perspective, the lack of the ability to capitalize the
equipment and deduct the interest, this is true regardless of low-income standing. There is
also an opportunity cost of installing the system that the authors failed to incorporate. From
a finance perspective, a low-income homeowner is better off using their funds to pay off
high interest credit cards instead of funding a PV system, the return on investment is even
lower if they finance the system and you incorporate the associated opportunity costs, and
becomes even more of a hardship once billing for BTM and lowering the credits as proposed
is implemented. It is therefore best for the e negative impact
financialization has on all customers and not only low-income customers by creating
programs or partnering with specific partners to reduce the overall cost of PV installation
with favorable financing terms.  While the equity charge can certainly help to alleviate
some of the cost of installing PV equipment, for a very narrow portion of the low-income
population, namely low-income homeowners who are not on public assistance, there
already exists programs to aid them thus an equity charge is a redundancy and will not be
as effective as the authors anticipate. Furthermore, pushing low-income homeowners to
install PV systems is somewhat controversial in that you are targeting a vulnerable
population by recommending something that will most likely create further financial

, which is exploitation. 

In summary, the authors make a number of arguments in support of their recommended changes 
claiming that NEM customers are creating a cost burden, the existing tariffs are not sustainable, nor are 
they equitable. My letter has highlighted the reasons why those statements are wrong, including the 
fact that the authors are isolating the residential NEM customer group as a means to misrepresent the 
value that customer generated solar brings, in addition to how their equity and inclusion approach does 
the exact opposite and targets a vulnerable population by exploiting them for purposes of meeting PUC 
equity goals. Additionally, the authors fail to consider the impact that the de-valuing of credits to 
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residential NEM customers will have in lowering the value of customer infrastructure and affecting the 
value of the underlying real property,  in most cases Californian s homesteads. Furthermore, the authors 
fail to consider how their changes, if implemented, leave out consumer protections in the event of IOU 
staff and infrastructure failures leading to under-crediting and overbilling. Their recommended changes 
to the NEM structure should not be incorporated and the PUC should do an accurate and honest policy 
review before making any changes to the NEM billing structure.  

Thank you, 

Sarah Outerbridge 
Certified Property Manager (CPM) 
REALTOR (2018-2022) 
B.S. Finance, Real Estate & Law 
Masters in Urban and Regional Planning i.p 
Masters in Accounting i.p 

CC: 

Governor Gavin Newsom 
Fax: (916) 558-3160 

California Strategic Growth Council 
sgc.info@sgc.ca.gov 

Special Counsel on Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 
Miranda.LeKander@dfpi.ca.gov 

California Association of Realtors 
Otto Catrina, President 
ottoc@car.org 

CA Solar + Storage Association 
info@calssa.org 




